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INTERSYSTEMS IRIS: 
A SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE TO IN-MEMORY DATABASES
A HYBRID TRANSACTIONAL-ANALYTIC DATA PLATFORM THAT PERFORMS AS WELL AS — 
OR BETTER — THAN IN-MEMORY DATABASES WITH NONE OF THEIR LIMITATIONS

Learn more at InterSystems.com/AlternativeToInMemory

InterSystems makes software to solve your most critical interoperability, scalability, and speed problems. 
Whether finance, healthcare, government, logistics, or any industry in between, InterSystems can help. 

In-memory databases may be fast, but they all have critical limitations

MOVING BEYOND IN-MEMORY DATABASES

HIGH COST 

HARD SCALABILITY LIMITS

EXTENDED DOWNTIME 

In-memory databases incur high costs since organizations must buy and provision su�cient 
memory and servers to accommodate all of the data, ingest new data, process analytic workloads 
and return query results, and maintain backup copies of the data for failover.

When the data and query workloads consume all available memory, processing stops and 
servers can fail.  

When memory is exhausted and outages occur, rebuilding the database from log files and 
checkpoint files can take hours. Downtime and outages can be catastrophic to the business.  

LOWER COST

NO HARD SCALABILITY LIMITS

NO DOWNTIME

There is no requirement to maintain all data in memory. Since memory is more expensive than 
disk, operating InterSystems IRIS-based applications results in reduced hardware costs and 
lower total cost of ownership.

InterSystems IRIS uses intelligent bu�er management to keep the most frequently used data 
in memory while rapidly accessing less-frequently used data from disk on demand. As a result, 
InterSystems IRIS does not have the hard scalability limits of in-memory databases.

Recovery is immediate. Thanks to its persistent data store, data is not lost when a server is turned 
o� or fails. Applications simply access the data from another server or from disk and continue 
processing, eliminating the need for any database recovery or rebuilding e�orts.

InterSystems IRIS combines in-memory performance with built-in persistence. It automatically maintains a 
current representation of all data on disk in a format optimized for rapid random access.

Benefits of InterSystems IRIS compared with in-memory databases include:
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